House Rules B&B N°3
1. Arrival
It is necessary to report personal data and duration of the stay immediately after arrival to the directorate, so the
registration which is regulated by law can be carried out. Default of registration is a crime and can be prosecuted. The obligation to register does also apply for any visitor of the guests.
2. Maintenance of the accommodation
Our guests respect that the accommodation is to be maintained and protected.
The rooms, the common room and the staircase are to be kept clean. Also, it is prohibited to start a fire.
3. Rest Periods
Guests have to keep the rest periods are from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. and during the night from 11 p.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Television and multimedia terminals are always to be turned on low volume. The directorate is in case of inobservance authorized to refuse a further stay in order to protect other guests.
4. Booking and Conditions of Payment:
Reservation and Cancelation
Your reservation is only carried out after a commission of 50% of the total price is paid. Cancelations are free of
charge until 30 days before the announced stay. The commission is fully refunded in this case. If a cancelation
takes place until 15 days before arrival, only 50% of the commission will refunded. If cancelations occur with
shorter notice than 15 days, the commission is not refunded at all.
The cancelation hast to be reported via E-Mail (Date of mail defines date of cancelation) and is only valid after a
written an affirmation answer from the directorate.
The missing part of the total amount is to be paid at arrival.
Room Prices (according to season)
Double room between 70,00 € and 90,00 €
Double room with single occupation between 40,00 € and 60,00 €
Children under the age of 3 stay without any charge.
Deposit
A deposit to the amount of 50,00 € has to be discharged at the arrival. It will be repaid at you departure or charged up against potential damages.
Check in and Check out
The allocation of the rooms is taking place between 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Later Arrival has to be announced by phone. The rooms have to be cleared by 11 a.m. at the day of departure. If you leave after this time another day will
be charged.
Pets
It is prohibited to bring any pets into the accommodation.
Smoking Ban
There is a strict smoking ban in the entire building including balconies and the stair case.
Service
The house provides the following performance for all of our guests: 1) 12-/24-hours-service, 2) Night service
in case of urgent needs, 3) Cleaning of the accommodation and changing towels and bed linen once a week, 4)
Fridge, microwave, Internet, printer and first aid kit for shared use at the reception.
Room Equipment
Every room is equipped with air conditioning, heating, a shower bath and WC, unlimited hot water, hair-dryer,
flat screen TV, parquet floor and Internet access.
Informationen and Booking
Darija Ritter tel: +39 347 418 75 10 e-mail: bbnumero3@gmail.com

